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Abstract
The established theory of non-zero sum gamea is used to 80l.ve a mixed
H s / H , control problem. Our idea is to use the two p a y 4 fUsEtio~ls
associated with a two player Nash game to tepm:ent the Hz and Ha criteria
separately. We treat the state feedback probiem, and we hnd wxessry and
sut6cient conditions for the &nee
of aaalution. A full stability analysis
i.availablein theinfinite horizon m e 1131, i d the resulting coniroller* a
constant state feedback law which is characterised by the solution to a pair
of crowcoupled Riccati differential equations.

1 Introduction
It is a welt-known fact that the solution to multivariable H- conW problems is hardly
ever unique. If the solution is not optimal it is never unique, eken in the scalar ease.
With these coinrnents in mind, the question & an to what one can sensibly do with
the mnaining degrees of froedom. Some author6 bave anggested reeoverhg uniqueness
by strenntheniie the ootimality criterion and solvine
a %u~er-o~timd"
~roblem110. 11..
~i,21, $21. hgther ~cesihilitYis entropy minimiition <hi&-- intrkpced into the
literature by Arov and Krein 121, with other contrihut~owcoming from [7,8, 9, 15, 181.
Entropy minimisation is of particular interest in the psment context because entropy .
provides an upper b o u d on the H2 norm of the inputoutput opeator [II]. One may
therefore think of entropy minimisation as minimising an upper bound on the Ha mst.
This gives entropy minhnisation an H z j H , interpretation. As an additional bonus we
mention that the sdution to the
entropy problem is particularly simple. In the
ease of mast stat.spice r e p m t a t i o n formulaefor all solutions, all one need do is set
the free parameter to zero [9, 16, 181.
Another approach to mixed E % / H , problems is due to ~-tein and Haddad
Their solution turm out to be equivalent td entropy minimisation (161: The work
of Bernstein and Haddad is extended in 16,231, where a mixed H>/H, problem with
output feedback is considered. Tbe outcome ofthis work is atormulafor amixed H 4 H ,
controller which is parameterked in term of eoupled algebraic Riccati equations. The
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central drawback of this approaeh is concerned with sdution proceduresfor the Riccati
equations; currently an expensive method based on homotopyalgorit~isall that is
on offer. Khargonekar and Rotea examine ~~mltiple.obj+tivec+trol pmblems which
include mixed Hm/Hm type problems. lo m t r b s t to the 0
t
hwork in tbis area, they
give an algorithmic solution based on envex optimidon [I$]:
In the present paper we seek to solve a mixed HllEIo, pmblem via the solotion
of an associated Nash game. As is well known [4;20], two player nonaero sum games
have two performance criteria, and the idea is to use one perbpance index to tellect an
H, criterion, while the s k n d reflects an HIoptimality criterion. Following the precise
problem statement given in section 2.1, we supply necwaiy and sufficient comdi6iona for
the existence of a Nash equilibrium in Section 2.2. Theaim of d ~ o 2.3
n is to provide
our previous work with a stochastic interpretation which resemblea classical LQG mntml.
Section 2.4 provides a reconciliatio~with pure Hz and H, k n t d . I n particular, we
show that Hz, H , and H2/H, control may all be captured as apecial cases of a two
player Nash game. Brief conclusions appear in section 3.
Our notation and conventionsare standard. For A E PXm,
A' denotes the Q H ~ P ~
cdnjugate transpose. 81.1 is the expectation operator. We denote
as the operator
norm induced by the usual Znorm on fnnctioas of time. That is :
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The H2/H, Control Problem
Problem -Statement

We begin by considering an Hl/H- problem in which there is a single exogenous input.
Given a linear system described by

in which the entries d A(t), Bl(i),B2(t),C(t) and D(t) are continuous functions of time.
We suppose a h that D'(t)D(t) = I. In the remainder of our analysis we will take it as
read that the problem data is time varying.
We wish to

(1) find a control law u*(t) such that

IIzH: 5 r211dl:

Vw(t) E C~Itodjl.

(2.3)

This condition can be interpreted as an 6,type norm m t r a i n t of the hrm
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where the operator 71,, m a p the disturbance signal ur(i) to the'output z(t) when the
optimal control law u0(f)is invoked.

(2) In addition, we require the control u0(t) to regulate the &atez(t) in such a way
as to m i n i the output energy when the worst case disturbme is applied to the
system.
As we will now show, this problem may be formulated as sn LQ, non-zero sum, differential game between two opposing players u(t,z) and w(t,s). We begin by definingthe
strategy aeta for each player. To avoid difiiculiiea with no~lruniqueglobal Nash solutions
with pmibly differing Nash costa, we force both players to uaa linear, memotyless feedback controls. Thii restriction also results in a simple controller implementation which is
easily compared with the corresponding linear quadratic and H, controllers. The difficdties k c i a l c d with feedback stralcgies involving memory are beautifully iuustrated
by example in Bas= 13). We introduce the cost functions to be associated with the Ha
and H, criteria as

and
*(a. w) =

l:

S(t)*(i) dt,

and we seek equilibrium strategies ~ ' ( 2 , z) and w*(t, z) which satisfy the Nash eqdibria
defined by

It turns out that the equilibrium values of Jl(.,.) and Jz(.,-) a e quadratic in zo. Consequently, if q = 0, we have that Jl(u0, w') = 0 and J2(ug, w') = 0. This observation
i
n
c
e Ji(u', w*) = 0, we must have
motivates our particular choice of J1(.,.) as foUows :S
llz[\l 6 ?allwll: for u(t,=) = u*(t,z) and all w E 4[io,trl, whichensnres I(1E,,l(?i<_7.
The second Nash inequality shows that u* regulates the state to sero with rmntmum
control energy when the input disturbance is at its worst..

2.2

The necessary and s d c i e n t conditions for the
existence o f linear controls

The aim of this seetion is to give necessary and wfficient conditions for the existence of
linear, memorylesa Nash equilibrium contmb. When controllera &, we show that they
are unique and parameterised by a pair of er-upled
Riccati diffetential equations.
We use 0 to denote the set of all linear and memorylw s t a b fetdbadr contpla on I t p , t j ] .

Theorem 2.1 Given the spiem described by :

iherc ezin: h'mh eynilibrium droiegim u0(f,z)e) E and w0(t,o)E Q such ihat
Ji(:',w')
5 J1(uW,w) Vm(2,z)E E
h(u', w*) 5 &(u, w') Vu(t,z) E n
when

if and onlg $ Qc coupled Riccnii diffenniial epaationr

<

wiih Pl(tj) = 0 and Pz(tl) = 0 have sofufionr Pt(t) 0 and Pa@)2 0 on [to,tj]
soluiionr ezisi, we have fhai
(i) the Nash equilibrium siroiegics are nniquelg speci)icd by

(ii)Jl(u*,w') = zo'Pl(to)xo
Jz(u',w*) = zi'P,(to)ro.
(iii) b ilie case that u(t,z) = u*(t,z) wiih oo = 0,

IlRs*lI~i< 7
where the opemiorZ.,

VW€ L a [ t ~ ~ i ~ l

is defined bg

Proof Tbis is given in [13]
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2.3 A stochastic'Interpretation
In the previous section we found a control law ug(t,z ) which achieves i [ Z * ~ ( l z<i y, and
at the name time solva the deterministic regulator problem

In this section we extend the analyais to the case of a second whits noise disturbance
input. In particular, we show that tbe control law uW(i,z)solver, the atochdic linear
xegulator problem

when the equation for the state dynamics is replaced by
?(t) = h ( i )

+ Bowo(~)+ Btw(t) +Bzu(i)

in which wo(i) is a realisation of a white noise process.

Theorem 2.2 Suppose

& { q z o l ) = QOand E{q(r)mo(t))= I6(t
m e n me cmtiml law u * ( ~ , z=
) -&p*(t)~(i)

fi)

- f).

n s u k in JJ'K.*,JJlic y, &ere Ibe operotorR,, is descrilied 8~ :

+

k(i) = ( A - B;P2(t))z(i) B ~ w ( t , z )
z(t) =
and
(ii)

s o h the siochastic linear reguleforproblem

+(to) = 0
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Reinark
Implementing u*(t, z) and w8(t,z) gives

.

-

z = (A i-2BlBjPl
W*

- B2%P2)z + Bp-

It is immediate that
-(PI

=(to) = 0

= -r2gPl~.

+ PZ)

-

= (A - ~-'BIB~PI BsB$Ps)'(Pi +Pa)

+

+

(PI P2)(A- y-?Bt%Pl- BzBiPa) +7-2P~BiBIPi
in whkh (Pl+&)(t,) = 0. It then f ~ o w s f r ~ ~ a s t a u dresult
a r d onatochi)9ticp=~ses,
[12] Thm 1.54, that the energy in the worst-case disturbance is given by :

E

{

w*(f)w*(i)df}

= E {ya
<

= r

2.4

[Z ~ ( ~ - ~ P I B ~ & P ~ ) Z ~ ~

(1;

+~ ? ) ( f ) ~ ~ d t } .

Reconciliation of Hz, H, and H2/H, theories

In this section we establish a Link between linear quadcaticmntrol, H, control and
miued HzIH, control problems. Each of the three problem may be generated as
special C& of the following non-zero sum,two-player Nash differential game:
Given the system described by (2.9), find Nesh eqniliirium strategies u8(t,z) and
w*(f, 2) in Q (the set of h e a r memoryleas feedback laws) whicb sat* Ji(u*, w*) 5
J1(u4,m) and J~(u*,w*)5 Jz(u,wa), where

Jl(u.4

=

Ja(u,w) =

[[7'4t, +o.4 - 8(t)z(t)]
-

[zl(f)*(t) p2d(kz)4i,=)] df.

The solution to this game is given by
uW(i,z)= -B;&(t)z(t)
and
: w*(i, 2) = -T-'&SI(~)Z(~),
where Sl(f) and Sz(t) satisfy the coupled Riccati diffeientid equations
-S,(t)
s AISi(t) Sl(t)A - C'C
'BIB; ~ a " ]
.
sL(f,) =
[ sl(f) s2(f) 1
B2B.$. s2(i)

+

-

-s&)

[

+ Sa(t)A+ C'C
1 ~ 1 " ) +M I [ p ~ -'IBBIB:;

["I

= A'&($)

-

] [ .&(i)
act) ]

7-2B~Bi

,

B2Bi

s2(f~)=0
(i) The standard LQ optimal control problem is remved by setting p = 0 and y' = a.
In which case -S&) = Sz(t)= P(f) and u*(t,z) = -B!,P(t)z(t),and w*(t,z) 0.
(ii) The pure Hoe control p+nblem.is recovered by setting p = 7. Again, -Si(f) =
Sl(f) = P,(t) and u0(i,z) = -BJP,(~)~(~)and wW(t,z)= y-'B:P,(t)z(f).
(iii) The mixed H2/H, wntrd problem comes from p = 0. . ... .
,

,
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Conclusion

We have shown how to sdve a mixed H z / H , problem by formulatii it as a two player
Nash game. The necwsary and snfflcient conditions for the existence of a solution to the
~roblemare Kiven in terms of the existence of mlutions to a air of crc88coupled Riccati
hifferential esuations. Jf the conirdler strategy sets are exp&ided toinclndekemorylees
nonlioear controls'which are analytic in the siite, the nec&ary and sufficient coriditions
f othe
~ existence of asdution are unchanned. a~ aie the
- controllaws themselves. We have
also establbhed a link between fil, H , and mixed Ha/H, theodes by generating each
as a special case of another twc-player LQ Naah game. In conclusion we mention that
it is possible to obtain results for the infiniis horizon problem. Under certain existence
conditions, we show that the solutions of the cress-coupled Riccati equations approach
limits PI and Pz, (1) which satisfy algebraic versiona of (2.13) and (2.14), (2) PI I 0
and P2 2 0, and (3) Pi and P2 have stability properties which are an$ogons to those
d a t e d with LQG and pure H , problems.
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